Diabetes mellitus is a major cause of visual deficiency among working age adults and is estimated for visual impairment in 4.8% of the 37 million individuals who are visually impaired all over the world (1,2). A wide range of diabetic retinopathy microvascular changes are seen in the retina. Throughout the years, a screening device utilizing both advanced non-mydriatic fundus imaging and traditional mydriatic fundus camera has been utilized and has been found to be useful (1).

Aiello et al. (3) did a comparative study of Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) standard 7 field photography and ultrawide-field (UWF) photography to determine the severity of diabetic changes in the retina [diabetic retinopathy (DR)]. The idea is very interesting to see if the area of standard 7 field ETDRS imaging on UWF image could detect retinal lesions as much as UWF image. Whether the peripheral retinal lesion in diabetic retinopathy could exist in addition to standard 7 field image lesions, hence enhancing the severity level of diabetic retinopathy. It has been shown that approximately 34% diabetic retinal lesions can exist outside the ETDRS standard 7 field in the retinal periphery (3).

The authors recommended that the study is a cross-sectional investigation of baseline information on an already ongoing assessment of 764 eyes of 385 individuals for 4 years (3). The aim was to assess how the peripheral retina observed using mydriatic UWF images can affect the assessment of DR severity and whether it is associated with DR worsening rates over time compared with ETDRS 7-field photography. With this objective, in the present investigation, they reviewed between the ETDRS 7-field zone to UWF pictures whether it can dependably be utilized instead of ETDRS imaging in future clinical trials. Other than this, they likewise assessed the peripheral zone in UWF pictures to evaluate DR lesions and area of changes outside the ETDRS zone. Besides, how peripheral DR changes can affect the evaluation of DR severity in contrast to ETDRS images.

In image acquisition, authors utilized only the central UWF images for grading. The DR severity grader agreement was moderately high in both methods of photographic assessment (weighted k: 0.88 to 0.93 for UWF and 0.83 to 0.84 for ETDRS 7 field). Very innovative, they digitally automatically overlaid to obscure the peripheral retina to uncover UWF masked picture and when the mask was removed, complete ultra-wide-field was assessed after completion of the UWF masked image. This has allowed them to grade retinal lesions outside the ETDRS standard 7 field area. The methodology appears controlled to answer the study questions.

A total of 764 eyes were included in the study. Based on the ETDRS imaging, non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) was present in 92.4% (695 of 752 eyes), of these 74.3% (559 eyes) having less than moderate NPDR. Comparing the ETDRS and UWF masked images within the same fields would validate the use of UWF utility to ETDRS 7 field images. Comparing prior to adjudication, 742 eyes were eligible for analysis. DR severity was equally matched between ETDRS 7 field and UWF pictures in 48.4% (339 eyes) and 653 eyes (88%) in 1 severity level, however, there was moderate agreement (weighted k 0.51).
After adjudication of ETDRS and UWF images, 130 eyes (17%) showed discrepancy of 2 or more in DR severity scale. Of these 130 eyes, 14 eyes were ungradable, leaving 116 eyes for adjudication. After adjudication, 737 eyes were compared. Four hundred thirty-five eyes (59%) matched exactly and within 1 severity scale in 714 eyes (96.9%). There was substantial agreement between the ETDRS 7 field and masked UWF images (weighted k 0.77).

While comparing the additional retinal lesions outside the ETDRS field in UWF, 751 eyes were gradable on UWF masked and unmasked images. The DR severity between masked and unmasked UWF pictures matched exactly in 86.3% (648 eyes). In unmasked UWF grading, more severe DR grading by step 1 was seen in 59 eyes (7.9%) and by 2 or more steps in 35 eyes (4.7%). Comparing the ETDRS with unmasked UWF images, severity of DR was more by 2 steps or greater in 76 eyes (10.2%) of unmasked photographs. This also highlights that unmasked UWF images can not only detect lesions within the ETDRS field but can also detect additional lesions affecting the DR severity scale implying its potential utility in future.

In one or more fields, mostly peripheral DR lesions were seen in 308 eyes (41%). Of these, 222 eyes (72.1%) matched exactly in masked and unmasked UWF images in DR severity grading. In 83 eyes (26.9%) had greater DR severity on UWF unmasked images and 34 (11%) had 2 or more DR severity steps. The distribution of additional lesions on unmasked images shows that new vessels elsewhere was predominantly seen outside the ETDRS field (approximately 45%) and other lesions (venous beading, IRMA and etc.) varied between 10–15% outside the ETDRS field. This justifies the earlier reported literature that UWF images can detect additional lesions (4,5).

The potential implications of the study by Aiello et al. (3) using UWF images are the following:

(I) Use of UWF imaging may become an important tool in clinical research environments requiring accurate evaluation of possible rates of DR progression;

(II) Precise patient counseling clinical care;

(III) Teleophthalmology to improve assessment of risk and eye triage that would otherwise not have evaluated the retinal periphery.

Present research (3) does imply evidence of diabetic individuals with peripheral retinal lesions. We have also shown (1) the benefit of teleophthalmology of DR screening using Ultra Widefield fundus imaging detecting 9.2% of individuals with DR and is easy to capture the image.

In conclusion, ETDRS standard and UWF photography may have potential acceptable agreement on DR grading of severity and effectively can detect DR lesions outside the area of ETDRS 7 field adding to its advantage of understanding of progression of DR.
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